14:00-14:30 Opening
- Mística by Indigenous Peoples to honor the Day of Indigenous Resistance
- Welcome address by the CFS Chair, Thanawat Tiensin

14:30-15:30 Our Story
- Poem by “Mani” Jorge Stanley Icaza, Panama
- Key moments on our way from the CFS Reform to today! With Nora McKeon – Terra Nuova (Italy); Angel Strappazzon – MNCI/LVC (Argentina), Shalmali Guttil – Focus on the Global South (India), Nadjirou Sall - ROPPA (Senegal), Maria Noel Salgado - MAELA (Uruguay), Alberta Guerra – ActionAid US (Italy)

Open discussion
Moderation by Nicole Yanes – IITC (USA/Mexico) and Editrudith Lukanga – WFF (Tanzania)

15:30-17:00 CSM key messages for a radical transformation of food systems
- “Youth demands for a radical transformation of our Food Systems” | Nasmin Choudhury - Action Aid India/Bangladesh (India) and Tyler Short - US Food Sovereignty Alliance/LVC (USA)
- “Gender, COVID-19 and Food Systems: Impacts, Community Responses and Feminist Policy Demands” | Azra Sayeed, International Women Alliance (Pakistan)
- “Voices from the ground: from COVID-19 to radical transformation of our food systems”| Andre Luzzi - Habitat International Coalition (Brazil) and Kirtana Chandrasekaran – FoEI (UK/India)

Q&A Session
- Launch of the Open Call for Civil Society and Indigenous Peoples’ Engagement to respond to the UN Food Systems Summit | Saúl Vicente Vazquez -International Indian Treaty Council (Mexico)
- Comment from Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food – Michael Fakhri

Q&A Session

Moderation by Nettie Wiebe, LVC (Canada)

Closing